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James Hansen arrested in front of White House

Highlights from the James Hansen lecture:
There exists a knowledge gap between what scientists know, and what is known
by the public, partly due to conservatives obfuscation of the facts.
Response to planetary emergency is inertia, despite signs of inevitable warming
Many of the processes are exponential, with tipping points that could constitute
points of no return.
Real threat: Rising frequency of extreme and destructive weather patterns.
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Real threat: Rising sea levels could require costly relocation or protective
constructions around many world cities and coastal areas.
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(link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5E5EdbiB4HU

Inaction reigns under Harper’s parade of incompetent Ministers of the Environment

Leona Aglukkaq, current Minister of the Environment greenwashing in Warsaw: ”I come from Canada’s Arctic, so I
know the importance of preserving the environment.” Really? Listening to her speech (obviously written by the
short-pants brigade in the PMO) would believe that Canada is leading the world in combatting climate change.

Rose Ambrose
Self-described fan of
Ayn Rand. We know
where that leads. Hint:
Alan Greenspan
C
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John “Bully” Baird
Current
Min of Foreign Affairs
Watch out , Putin,
He bites

Jim Prentice, now CIB
Shut down funding for
Canadian Foundation for
Climate and Atmospheric
Sciences (CFCAS)

Peter Kent
Pulled Canada out of
Kyoto
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While Aglukkaq was greenwashing Canada’s inactions from the podium in Warsaw, her
department submitted “Canada’s Sixth National Report on Climate Change 2014.
Actions to Meet Commitments under the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change”* to the UN. On page 82 (table 5.5) the dirty truth about Canada’s
commitment is revealed. The Harper government’s message to the UN and other
environmentally concerned is “Screw you. We want to maximize the money we can
make from selling oil sands bitumen to the world, climate impacts be damned.”
GHG emissions by Economic Sector.
Mt CO2 eq. 2011 & 2030 (projected
201
2030
Transportatio
17
179
Oil and Ga
16
241
Othe
36
395
Tota
70
815
This slightly simpli ed version of the table on p. 82 in the report shows that the
government expects Canada’s CO2 emissions to rise by 16% in 2030. This will keep per
capita emissions at current world-topping levels, with the oil sands the main driver.
But notice that the transportation sector is also expected to rise; despite the impact of the
U.S. CAFE standards for car emissions. Clearly, Harper and his crew are climate rogues.
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* http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2014/ec/En4-73-2013-eng.pdf
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Different trends, different goals for climate action
815 Mt

Canada

Canada - 2030
16% over 2011 and
more than a 33% over
Kyoto basis year 1990
Only developed
economy to project
rise in CO2 emissions.

Denmark

Denmark - 2030
With wind generating one third of
all electricity in 2013, the EU target
of 40% below 1990 seems entirely
achievable

32.2 Mt
U.S. - 2030
Existing policies will bring it 3.7% below
current, c. = 1990. Recent fall largely
due to shift from coal to shale gas.

.


United States

5.000 Mt
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Permanent heavy smog now engulfs China’s major cities, here Beijing.

China’s CO2 emissions is overall now the world’s largest, and on per capita basis have
reached the lower band of West Europe’s developed economies, despite the fact that its
per capita GPD still is much lower. This means that energy ef ciency is low, and
produces high CO2 emissions relative to economic output
China’s leaders, after ignoring the pollution and CO2 emissions for a long time, appears
recently to have woken up and announced ambitious goals for CO2 reductions.

 


 


China’s success or failure in achieving meaningful CO2 reductions might well be the
deciding factor for global efforts to avoid a climate catastrophe.
fi
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CO2 emissions from China have risen dramatically in recent years, not at least because
the main energy source driving its rapid industrialization is CO2 intense coal.
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Hey, I have
a vote, too

Climate change will add to the pressure on the habitat of endangered species.

?
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From a political point of view, the environment problem is closely related to the
other major societal problem driven by rising economic inequities
It should be noted that the North American countries with high economic
inequities are less receptive to the need for climate action. A correlation
The reality is that current, next-election focused and lobby-money infested
Western political systems are inadequate to deal with the tough decisions that
effective climate change abatement will necessitate.
Unless we change to a more democratic system where broader interests
participate in political decision, including community and social movement
voices, it seems hard to conceive how the necessary changes will come about.
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An important tool for climate policies is to calculate the social cost of
carbon (SCC) and then impose these costs on production and consumption.
(United States)

SCC calculation:
1. Estimate GDP in a given future year by projecting current growth trends forward (thus,
without considering climate change effects).
2. Estimate the damage (reduction) to GDP that climate change effects will incur.
3. Discount the difference forward to present cost per CO2 tonnes emitted today

.


 


 


4. Impose that cost, for instance as a carbon tax, in order to incentivize consumers to
change consumption patterns and producers to invest in less carbon intensive
technologies.
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Due to low cost of gas, alternatives to cars in intra-urban transport have not been
adequately developed. The result is that increasingly clogged highways carry the traf

Some problems and solution
Problem: Fossil fuel is cheapest energy sources for endusers. Supply activities
are often subsidized and users don’t pay full cost of use.
Solution: Put a carbon tax on gas, and distribute part of the revenue to
compensate for income effects
Problem: Revolving door between government and corporate board rooms

.
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Solution: Strong rules against these interest-con ict moves.
s
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Nothern Gateway Tar Sands Pipeline Proposal

In plain English this rather should be called ‘how to money-convince the
intransigent First Nations living in the pipeline’s path to move over.
.
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Jim Prentice, who we met above as a former environment minister, walked out
the revolving door and into a job as Senior Vice-President of CIBC with no
waiting in between (many countries requires a waiting period, but not Canada)
His experience as suppressor of environmental truths (which is a main job
description for environment ministers in Harpers government) is a sought after
expertise. As a side job he is presently tasked by Northern Gateway Partners
to lead what in Orwellian newspeak is called ‘partnership-building’ with First
Nations on this project

.
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See you next time

